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Keeping IT Inventory
Without Losing One’s Mind

By  O l e g  Z a b o l o t ny

INTRODUCTION

It’s next to impossible to find a business that does not have any com-
puters. For most companies IT matters, so they buy more PCs, more
equipment and more software just to stay in business. Large networks
with hundreds of PCs are the rule, rather than the exception. Pretty
soon managers start asking themselves—How do I keep track of all this
IT stuff? Can you use IT to inventory IT?

NETWORK COMPONENTS

If you ask system administrators what their networks consist of, they
would probably say PCs, network equipment, software and people. An
abstract ‘PC user’ can be thought of as a network component. Users
frequently aren’t satisfied with their PCs. They may think their com-
puters are too old and slow. Software is likely to be a source of
headache because it needs to be updated (or replaced) periodically.
There are also other issues regarding software, such as various levels
of access privileges, passwords, and much, much more. Hardware has
to be taken care of too. It breaks down, gets outdated, needs to be serv-
iced and checked periodically before being finally thrown away (my
favorite part).

This is all part of keeping IT inventory.

UPGRADE RACE

Chances are some PCs in your network are “outdated.” No, they still
work, but this is tech world—average PC lifespan is only about 3 years.
The “333” rule says that once every three years there is a new major
OS upgrade, the value of hardware is 1/3 of what it was originally
worth and for the money you paid three years ago you can now buy a
machine that will be 3 times as powerful.

Not all companies follow the “333” rule and there is no reason to
be orthodox about it, but this rule certainly can’t be ignored. In the age

of shrinking IT budgets, no company is brave enough to say they are
going back to 386s and DOS. To save money, companies upgrade
parts and pieces of PCs and network equipment rather then buying
new machines. Before this can be done, the system administrator
needs to inspect each equipment piece and place it into one of these
three categories:

� IT equipment that does not need to be upgraded
� Outdated equipment that can be modernized
� Old equipment that needs to be replaced

Before you start modernizing your computers, you need to know
exactly which workstations need to be refurbished first and to what
extent you want to upgrade your PCs.

POWER TO THE PEOPLE

What is the formula for calculating the “right” PC configuration?
There is none. PC resources are not distributed equally. Some power-
ful PCs are being used as word processors, while resource-demanding
applications frequently run on old PCs. The common sense solution to
that would be to swap computers, but it is rarely practiced. The most
popular approach is to estimate what kinds of applications will be run-
ning on different PCs and then use appropriate configuration for each
group of computers.
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HELP THE HELPDESK PERSON

Every system administrator has a list of his favorite ‘Help me’
questions. Yes, we are there to help, but it’s just amazing how much
time is wasted solving insignificant problems. Most often system
administrators get these:

� I can’t log on
� My password does not work
� My PC is too slow
� I think I got a virus
� Can I install a cool program I brought?
� There is gray (blue, red) window, and I don’t understand what

it says

When asking these questions, users rarely can explain what they
mean or provide detailed information that helps system administrators
address the issue and solve the problem via the phone. Most often,
users can’t even say what the Network ID of their computer is, what
Windows version they are using or provide any information about soft-
ware. So helpdesk staff has to walk over to the problem workstation
and solve each problem ‘in person,’ even if it’s a non-existent one, like
an automatic update window popping up on screen. Some system
administrators do this up to twenty times a day—good workout for peo-
ple who are used to sitting in front of their PCs.

In fact, system administrators spend most work time doing exactly
this—walking. When there is a problem, it usually takes about half an
hour to solve (reinstall software, update drivers, change software con-
figuration). When a helpdesk person is away, other users can’t get any
help and the system administrator himself (or herself) has very little
time to devote to real network administration and development. Some
companies are blessed with PC-proficient users only, but I know of no
system administrator who ever worked in one.

The fact is that most of the “problems” can be easily solved by
users themselves because they require neither advanced knowledge
nor the presence of a system administrator. If only basic informa-
tion like PC configuration, OS, and software installed was available,
system administrators would be able to give detailed instructions
over the phone. While some walking would still have to be done,
this approach is ideal. Once people solve issues on their own, they
don’t ask system administrators for help when these or similar
issues come up again. More over, they can help their colleagues as
well. Plus, if there is a well-written instruction (it could be e-mailed
when needed), users can solve a variety of “problems” without dis-
tracting system administrators.

Some lucky system administrators who implemented this approach
now do only 1/3 walking they used to do. Most problems are solved in
less then 15 minutes. A 1000-PC network requires only 2 system
administrators and 2 helpdesk persons who are less qualified to run.
The key to this small IT miracle is having information on every piece
of network equipment, hardware and software included. This informa-
tion has to be readily available to do IT magic.

BIG BROTHER IS WATCHING YOU

System administrators have to keep a close eye on users. Attempts to
install software that can make the corporation liable for piracy and
replacing parts of a computer with outdated components are not all that

uncommon—ask any system administrator with over 10 years of expe-
rience. Some companies practice periodical checks, and have IT staff
make sure no illegal software is installed and no hardware is stolen. But
these operations require a lot of planning, time and effort. Most com-
panies can’t afford such a waste of time. And the results of mischief are
usually discovered several months afterwards.

Preventing and foreseeing these and other problems before they hap-
pen is a logical solution that can save a lot of money. Most system
administrators would probably agree that the following things need to
be watched very closely:

� Making sure all software is up to date
� Making sure all critical security updates for anti-virus, firewall,

OS, browser are installed
� Making sure no illegal software is installed
� Making sure there is enough disk space and memory for the PC

to function normally
� Taking advantage of S.M.A.R.T. technology to make sure hard-

drives are in good condition and don’t need to be replaced
� Making sure that all this information is recent, one day old

or ‘fresher’

It’s clear that if the last requirement is not met then all others don’t
really matter.

OVERCOMING THE LICENSING HURDLE

Purchasing site licenses (unlimited) works for common applica-
tions, but it’s not likely that expensive programs like Photoshop or
AutoCAD are going to be on each workstation just because it’s an
architecture and design company. There is no such position as
“Software License Agreement Control Officer,” so even though it may
not be in the job description, system administrators are charged with
making sure there are no violations. Corporate software piracy was
recognized as a problem for companies in the year 2000, and four
years later the problem is just as big or even bigger. Unauthorized soft-
ware installation by employees is a big, big liability that quickly leads
to big, big lawsuits. Daily checks to make sure that no licensing agree-
ment is violated and purchasing additional licenses if needed should
be a part of daily routine

WORKSTATION ANATOMY

To be able to solve problems, IT staff has to have information about
each workstation. At the very least it should include:

� Computer specifications—motherboard, hard-drive, RAM,
network card, etc. Each hardware component has to be well
characterized too.

� Software specifications—what software is installed on this
particular workstation, what version it is, what patches and updates
are available for each software title, are they installed, etc.

� Workstation profile—is there enough disk space and RAM, what
services are available and which ones are currently running, etc.

� Location of each workstation—as in building two, third floor,
QA quarters.

� How the workstation is connected to the network.
� Names of people who use the particular workstation.
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Once this data is available, you can finally have an idea of what your
network is and what it needs. To get this data, you’ll have to create
inventory records and keep them updated.

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO KNOW

In small companies, virtually every computer passes through the sys-
tem administrator’s loving hands, so he or she has a good idea about
each workstation. But this is not true for any mid-size or large network.
System administrators usually have low level tech support and hard-
ware people who do this job for them, i.e. the system administrator
doesn’t even see new computers—they come from the warehouse and
go directly to the user after being checked by hardware specialists.
Sooner or later system administrators don’t have the slightest clue
about the details of workstation configuration and current condition—
they are too busy making sure the network runs properly. At some point
in time it becomes impossible to find any person who would be able to
provide complete information about specific PCs or network equip-
ment without taking it apart.

This again shows the need for taking inventory of your network,
hardware and software included. It may seem like a daunting task (and
it is) but once it is done, the daily checkups are much less time con-
suming. You’ll have a log of all equipment and will be able to see what
needs to be upgraded or replaced. There will be far fewer questions.

But how can one possibly do all that? What’s the right way of keep-
ing such inventory? Hand-written notes? Obviously, no. MS Excel or
other Office suite application? Not likely. Some built-in network utili-
ties can track users, their passwords and access privilege status. But
they can’t be used to keep data on hardware and software. In short, it is
obvious that there is a need to automate this task. Several companies
made an attempt to help system administrators solve the issue.
Alchemy Lab is one of them. A brief description of their product, Asset
Tracker for Networks, is below.

ASSET TRACKER FOR NETWORKS

The program comes in two modules—client and administrator.
The client part runs on each workstation. This software collects all
information about hardware and software installed on a particular
PC, so the system administrator does not have to do it manually.
This small console application can be launched by a login script. It
does not need to be installed or deployed to each PC—everything is
automatic. When it needs to be updated, it is updated directly on the
server. If this does not work for your network for one reason or
another, the program could be launched locally upon startup or
using task scheduler.

The client module employs a variety of tricks to gather information
about hardware and software installed. These include Windows reg-
istry scanning, using DMI and WMI technology, examining program
interfaces (API). The range of data that can be harvested by the client
module is quite big—hardware devices, software installed, BIOS and
motherboard, RAM, processor, network configuration, operating sys-
tem and so on. If necessary, the program can be configured to get only
partial information.

All this data is stored in XML files. The central storage keeps all
these files so the data can be analyzed later. If necessary, execution of
the client module can be hidden from users by employing a special
command line key.

XML files are stored on servers and are recorded there either in the
shared resources, FTP or as an email attachment. The program is easily
set up to update inventory on a regular basis—daily or weekly, for
example, rather than doing it every time a person logs on. The reason
XML format was selected is because it’s an open format, so even if a
PC is not connected to the network, the client module could be
launched locally and the XML file could then be copied onto a floppy
disk. Naturally, the client module supports all Windows OS currently
used by companies—from Windows 95 to Windows 2003. Other plat-
forms (Linux, Mac) are not supported yet.

The next step is analyzing all this data—this is what the administra-
tor module does. It can show a “workstation passport”—all data for a
particular PC. The interface for this module is clean and uncluttered;
everything is intuitive and brainlessly simple. Because some data may
not be possible to get with the client module, the program has a
‘Custom data’ field. This is where additional information can be typed
in manually—service dates, history of problems, location, serial num-
ber and so on.

Workstation data can be sorted out and structured in any format.
Hierarchical structures (folder-subfolder) are supported. This is done
so the program can be used to generate a variety of reports. Software
Licenses report, for example, shows the number of licensed programs
installed on user PCs and what the permitted quantity is. This informa-
tion shows if additional licenses need to be bought, helps estimate the
number of users who are likely to use similar applications and shows
how many programs need to be updated or patched. Other reports
include hardware (motherboards, processors, hard-drives, etc), soft-
ware and “hot fixes.”

The primary report format is HTML, although Alchemy Lab has
almost finished a new reporting module that will offer more report
options. Currently, users can bypass built-in reporting module and
export data from XML files to TXT, CSV, HTML, MS Excel, MS
Access MS SQL, Oracle and other databases. For database export,
the program uses ODBC technology which comes with virtually
every Windows PC. The HTML export option is handy for those
system administrators who would like to web-enable their IT inven-
tory database.

Export templates are “open”, i.e. they are text files with written SQL
instructions. If necessary, one can re-write them easily. Data export is
done manually (from the interface) or automatically (via command
line), whichever way is better for a particular system administrator.

CONCLUSION

Inventory control is a critical issue in many industries, including IT.
This is a hard job and any tool that helps to automate the task should
be used. Companies that implemented IT inventory tracking solutions
did not solve all their IT problems, but they surely did away with most
discussed in this article.  
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